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INTRO

This document is a brief introduction to tidyverse (tidyverse.org), “an opinionated collection of R packages
designed for data science”. The main developer behind tidyverse is Hadley Wickham. He is not only
Adjunct Professor of Statistics at the Auckland, Stanford and Rice Universities but probably the most
successful R developer nowadays as well and current Chief scientist at RStudio.

This modest manual will overlook the main functions of the dplyr package, as well as a few of the tidyr
package. Those two packages are devoted to data handling and formatting. It will also provide basic notions
on the ggplot2 package, the powerful tidyverse package that is rapidly becoming the standard to produce
meaningful and easy-to-read graphics.
install.packages("tidyverse")
install.packages("gridExtra")
install.packages("nycflights13")

library("tidyverse")
library("gridExtra")
library("nycflights13")

flights
class(flights)
str(flights)
glimpse(flights)

dplyr and tidyr

dplyr and tidyr packages will allow you to easily build and arrange your data frame according to the tidy
criteria. Please, read below an extract from the dplyr overview from tidiverse.org:

dplyr is a grammar of data manipulation, providing a consistent set of verbs that help you solve the most
common data manipulation challenges:

filter() picks cases based on their values.
select() picks variables based on their names.
mutate() adds new variables that are functions of existing variables.
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arrange() changes the ordering of the rows.
summarise() reduces multiple values down to a single summary.

These all combine naturally with group_by() which allows you to perform any operation “by group”.

We’ll go through those functions, starting here below. We will finish by introducing the gather and spread
functions from tidyr.

But, first, be aware that in the tidyverse, data come in data frames. There exist specific functions in these
packages to build data frames in a tidy manner. These functions are slightly different to the usual, basic ones.
Compare the basic data.frame and the dplyr data_frame functions.
df1 <- data.frame(letters=letters,position=1:26)
df1
class(df1)
head(df1)
df2 <- data_frame(letters=letters,position=1:26)
df2
class(df2)
head(df2)
rm(df1)
rm(df2)

And now, let’s go!

filter

filter picks cases based on their values. That is, filter discriminates rows and keeps the columns.
df <- data_frame(

color = c("blue", "black", "blue", "blue", "black"),
value = 1:5

)

df1 <- data.frame(df)
filter( df, color == "blue" )
filter( df, value < 3 )
filter( df1, color == "blue" )
filter( df1, value < 3 )
rm(df1)

Questions:

Take the flights dataset and use the filter function in order to find:
1. (a) Flgiths landing in LAX ou SFO (b) flights NOT landing in LAX ou SFO 2. Flights departing in
January
3. Flights delayed for more than one hour
4. Flights departing between midnight and 5 A.M.
5. Flights departing in advance in the morning
6. Flights with greater delay at arrival than at departure
7. Flight taking off in advance OR landing in advance

Answers:

1. (a) Flgiths landing in LAX ou SFO; (b) Flgiths landing in LAX ou SFO
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filter (flights, dest %in% c("LAX", "SFO"))
filter (flights, !dest %in% c("LAX", "SFO"))

2. Flights departing in January
filter (flights, month == 1 )

3. Flights delayed for more than one hour
filter (flights, dep_delay > 60 )

4. Flights departing between midnight and 5 A.M.
filter (flights, hour < 5 )

5. Flights departing in advance in the morning
filter (flights, hour < 12, dep_delay < 0 )

6. Flights with greater delay at arrival than at departure
filter (flights, arr_delay > dep_delay )

7. Flight taking off in advance OR landing in advance
filter (flights, dep_delay<0 | arr_delay<0)

select

select picks variables based on their names. That is, it discriminates columns and keeps the rows.
df <- data_frame(color=c("blue","black","blue","blue","black"),value=1:5)
select(df,color)
select(df,-color)

flights
select(flights,arr_time,month)
select(flights,ends_with("delay"))
select(flights,contains("delay"))
select(flights,dep_delay:arr_delay)
select(flights,dep_delay:arr_delay,-arr_time)
select(flights,everything())

arrange

arrange changes the order of the rows. It is similar to basic functions such as sort, order etc., but you
might find it easier to use.
df <- data.frame(color=c("blue","black","blue","blue","black"),value=1:5)
df <- data_frame(color=c("blue","black","blue","blue","black"),value=1:5)
arrange(df,color)
arrange(df,desc(value))
arrange(df,desc(color),value)
arrange(df,desc(color),desc(value))
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Questions:

1. Which flights had the biggest delay?
2. Which flights have most successfully reduced their delay during the flight?

Answers:

1. Which flights had the biggest delay?
arrange(flights,desc(arr_delay))

2. Which flights have most successfully reduced their delay during the flight?
arrange(flights,desc(dep_delay-arr_delay))

mutate

mutate adds new variables that are functions of existing variables. That is, mutate creates new columns.
df <- data_frame(color=c("blue","black","blue","blue","black"),value=1:5)
mutate (df, double=2*value, quadruple=4*value)

The same thing can be done using the newly created columns
mutate(df, double = 2*value, quadruple = 2*double)

Question

Carry out these three commands in just one line:
1. Create a new variable dist_km,that is distance en km (1 mile= 1.60934 km)
2. Add a speed variable in km / h
3. Add a new variable quantifying the winned (or lost) time during the flight

Answer

mutate(flights,dist_km=distance*1.60934,vitesse=dist_km/(air_time/60),ratrp=dep_delay-arr_delay)

summarise

summarise reduces multiple values down to a single summary.
df <- data_frame(color=c("blue","black","blue","blue","black"),value=1:5)
summarise(df,total=sum(value))

Let’s get back to the flights dataset
summarise(flights,min(distance))
summarise(flights,mean(!is.na(dep_delay)))
summarise(flights,mean(!is.na(arr_delay)))
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group_by

These all combine naturally with group_by which allows you to perform any operation “by group”. The
group_by function takes an existing data frame and converts it into a grouped data frame where operations
are performed “by group”.
df <- data_frame(color=c("blue","black","blue","blue","black"),value=1:5)
by_color <- group_by (df,color)
summarise (by_color,total=sum(value))

All in one line
summarise (group_by (df,color),total=sum(value))

Which leads me to talk aobut one of the most important features in the tidyverse.

the pipe: %>%

Look at this, is it difficult to read?
filter(summarise(

group_by(
filter(flights, !is.na(dep_delay)),month, day, hour),delay = mean(dep_delay),n = n()),n > 10)

Is this any better?
flights %>%

filter( !is.na(dep_delay) ) %>%
group_by( month, day, hour ) %>%
summarise( delay = mean(dep_delay), n = n() ) %>%
filter( n > 10 )

Which the top three destinations with the highest average departure delay?
flights %>%

group_by(dest) %>%
summarise(delay=mean(dep_delay,na.rm=T)) %>%
arrange (desc(delay)) %>%
head (3)

Which flights take place on a daily basis (carrier + flight)?
flights %>%

group_by(carrier,flight) %>%
summarise(n=n()) %>%
filter(n==365)

join

And now let’s have a quick look at the join functions proposed by dplyr, which may be very useful when
dealing with several data frames. You may use them instead of the recherchev-like functions in excel.
df1 <- data_frame(color=c("blue","black","blue","blue","black"),value=1:5)
df2 <- data_frame(color=c("blue","brown","red","white","black"),value=1:5)
inner_join(df1,df2)
df1 %>% inner_join(df2)
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But:
band_members
band_instruments
inner_join(band_members,band_instruments)
band_members %>% inner_join(band_instruments)

So, what happens if I change the value column names in one of my df?
df3 <- df2
colnames(df3)[2] <- "toto"
inner_join(df1,df3)

band_members %>% right_join(band_instruments)
band_instruments %>% left_join(band_members)

band_members %>% semi_join(band_instruments)
band_members %>% anti_join(band_instruments)
band_members %>% full_join(band_instruments)

df1
df2
inner_join(df1,df2)
semi_join(df1,df2)
anti_join(df1,df2)

Let’s se how all that works with a more down-to-earth example
pvs_df <- read.table("pvs_df.txt",header=TRUE,sep="\t")
infos_df <- read.table("infos_df.txt",header=TRUE,sep="\t")
str(pvs_df)
str(infos_df)

How can I get the infos on the genes whose pvs are <0.05 in cond1 and/or cond2?
pvs_df %>%

filter(cond1<0.05|cond2<0.05) %>%
left_join(infos_df)

pvs_df %>%
filter(cond1<0.05|cond2<0.05) %>%
inner_join(infos_df)

summary(infos_df)

And how can I get the infos of those genes with pvs > 0.05 in both conditions?
pvs_df %>%

filter(cond1<0.05|cond2<0.05) %>%
anti_join(infos_df)

tidyr

mydata <- read.table("example.for.tidyr.txt",header=T,row.names=1,sep="\t")
class(mydata)
str(mydata)
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Is mydata “tidy”? Well, first of all in statictics variables go in columns and samples or observations in rows.
I fields like transcriptomics, we tend to do the other way round cause we have thousands of variables (genes),
which are easier to handle in excel when displayed in rows. Therefore, the first step towards “tidyness” would
be transposing the data.
mydata <- t(mydata)
class(mydata)
mydata <- as.data.frame(mydata)

I will create genotype, condition and replicate variables
mydata$genotype <- factor(rep(c("WT","Mut"),each=6))
mydata$cond <- factor(rep(rep(c("water","drought"),each=3),2))
mydata$rep <- factor(rep(1:3,4))

Or in a more sophisticated, elegant way. No need to learn it though, just aknowledge it.
mydata$gtype <- factor(sapply(strsplit(rownames(mydata),split = "_"),"[",1))
mydata$cond <- factor(sapply(strsplit(rownames(mydata),split = "_"),"[",2))
mydata$rep <- factor(sapply(strsplit(rownames(mydata),split = "_R"),"[",2))

What have we got now?
summary(mydata)
class(mydata)
mydata
mydata <- tbl_df(mydata)
mydata

Is it tidy yet? Well, kind of. Yes, it is tidy if we consider each gene as a variable. However, we can take it
one step further and create a variable called gene compiling all genes into it. This will be the perfect excuse
to introduce gather and spread, two tidyr functions.
mydata
tidy.data <- mydata %>% gather(key = Gene, value = Expression, -gtype,-cond,-rep)
tidy.data$Gene <- factor(tidy.data$Gene)
tidy.data %>% spread(key = Gene,value = Expression)
tidy.data %>% spread(Gene,Expression)
tidy.data %>% spread(Expression,Gene)
tidy.data %>% spread(Gene,gtype)

Another couple of functions with similar names but not the same outcome are unite and separate
library(nycflights13)
mydata <- select(flights,-(month:arr_delay),-(air_time:time_hour))
unite(mydata,mynewcolumn,origin,dest)
unite(mydata,mynewcolumn,origin,dest,remove = FALSE)
unite(mydata,mynewcolumn,origin,dest,remove = FALSE,sep = "-")
unite(mydata,mynewcolumn,everything())

mydata <- unite(mydata,mynewcolumn,origin,dest)
mydata
separate(mydata,mynewcolumn,c("origin_again","dest_again"))
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ggplot2

When ggplot2 came out, R users realized all at once that the package was extremely powerful but also
required a very complex syntax. As time goes by, useRs realize that the syntax becomes easier to follow
once you understand Mr Wickham’s logic. Importantly, it is now clear that it is easier to learn ggplot2 from
scratch than forgetting all you know about “traditional” graphics on R and start over with ggplot2. Truth is,
ggplot2 is becoming the standard when preparing R graphics for publication, presentation etc. What follows
is just a ridiculously tiny display of the possibilities of the package.

Let’s start with a very simple data frame
df <- data.frame(A=c(2,1,4,9),

B=c(3,2,5,10),
C=c(4,1,15,80),
D=c("a","a","b","b"))

Let us produce a very easy plot, a scatterplot, using ggplot:
ggplot(df,aes(x=A, y=B))

Nothing happens: where is my plot?!
ggplot(df,aes(x=A, y=B)) +

geom_point()

Even better
ggplot(df,aes(x=A, y=B)) +

geom_point(aes(size=C,shape=D))

Now, let us think about it: I provide the data set (df), a coordinate system (A and B) and nothing happens
because I have to tell ggplot2 the geometrical object I want to plot. Once I have done this, I can pursue
building on the figure by defining aesthetics for the geometrical objects etc. Please be aware of some of the
things that ggplot2 has done for us without asking: 1- It has provided symbol relative sizes according to
C. 2- It has translated D into actual symbol shapes 3- It has made appear a legend 4- It has chosen the
background, the grid etc.

Surely, a scatterplot is a very simple plot and I guess I do not need to bother using such “fancy”" packages as
ggplot2. Right? Let’s see:
plot(df$A,df$B)

You see, very simple. But I want more
plot(df$A,df$B,cex=df$C)

Ok. . . Let’s try something else
plot(df$A,df$B,cex=order(df$C))

Uf. . . what about shape now?
plot(df$A,df$B,cex=order(df$C),pch=df$D)

Error!! Why? Because pch argument needs actual symbols or numeric values corresponding to shape codes.
plot(df$A,df$B,cex=order(df$C),pch=c(19,19,17,17))

How did I do that? Because I know by heart that 19 and 17 correspond to full circles and full triangles
respectively. And, very importantly, I also know that df$D presents two levels, a and b. I did not know all
that when I used ggplot2 And what about the legend?
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plot(df$A,df$B,cex=order(df$C),pch=c(19,19,17,17))
legend("bottomright",c("a","b"),pch = c(19,17))

Good luck to write a legend about the size of the symbols.

Withh ggplot2 we can also very easily subset the data and display each subset on a different plot. This is
called facetting.
ggplot(df,aes(x=A, y=B)) +

geom_point(aes(size=4,shape=D)) +
facet_wrap(~D)

That legend called 4 makes hardly any sense. But not displaying it is very easy and, again, quite logic. Look
at this.
ggplot(df,aes(x=A, y=B)) +

geom_point(aes(shape=D),size=4) +
facet_wrap(~D)

Indeed, an aesthetic defined within aes(. . . ) is mapped from the data, and thus a legend created. An aesthetic
may also be set to a single value, by defining it outside aes(), as we just have done it. And there is yet
another possibility, which I will just mention without going into further details.
ggplot(df,aes(x=A, y=B)) +

geom_point(aes(shape=D,size=4)) +
facet_wrap( ~ D) +
scale_size(guide = 'none')

Let us get things (a little bit) more complicated. We will start by introducing yet a new dataset.
data("diamonds")
summary (diamonds)
str(diamonds)
diamonds <- diamonds[sample(1:nrow(diamonds),1000,replace=FALSE),]
dim(diamonds)

Have a look a these plots
ggplot(diamonds, aes(x = price)) +

geom_histogram(bins = 50)

ggplot(diamonds, aes(x = price, y = carat)) +
geom_histogram(bins = 50)

The last one gives an error. Why? We’ll create a richer plot.
ggplot(diamonds, aes(x = price, fill = color)) +

geom_histogram(binwidth = 1000) +
facet_wrap( ~ cut) +
theme_bw()

help(geom_)

Geometric objects

ggplot2 geometric object is the actual marks on the plot: a plot must have at least one geom_ feature.
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Examples: points: geom_point() for scatterplots, dot plots, etc.
lines: geom_line() for time series, geom_smooth() for trend lines (spline by default), etc.
boxplots and histograms: geom_boxplot() and geom_histogram()
barplots: geom_bar()
and many more!

help.search(“geom_”, package = “ggplot2”)

Geometric objects: many available! geom_abline geom_jitter
geom_area geom_line
geom_bar geom_linerange
geom_bin2d geom_path
geom_blank geom_point
geom_boxplot geom_pointrange
geom_contour geom_polygon
geom_crossbar geom_quantile
geom_density geom_rect
geom_density2d geom_ribbon
geom_errorbar geom_rug
geom_errorbarh geom_segment
geom_freqpoly geom_smooth
geom_hex geom_step
geom_histogram geom_text
geom_hline geom_tile

ggplots2: a layered grammar step by step

We’ll make a plot step by step. We will create a ggplot object, then populate it with data.
p <- ggplot(diamonds, aes(x = carat, y = price, colour = cut))

What geomtry or geometries do we want?
p <- p + geom_point(alpha = 0.3)
p <- p + geom_smooth()

Do you have to scale the data?
p <- p + scale_y_log10()

You may determine facets
p + facet_wrap(~ cut)
p <- p + facet_grid(~ cut)

More options: adding a title and changing the plot background, for instance.
p + ggtitle("First example") + theme_bw()
p + ggtitle("First example") + theme_classic()

Things might get really complicated. . . and beautiful. The example here below is not meant to be beautiful.
You do not even need to learn it on a beginners course. It is just meant to show that almost anything possible
and that the answer to what you may need on your plot is out there, on the internet.

Indeed, issues with ggplot2 are easily solved thanks to internet muscle. An example: I want to dranw boxplots
without outliers
ggplot(diamonds, aes(x = color, y = price, fill = color)) +

geom_boxplot(outlier.size = 0)
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The ouliers are still there even though I set outlier.size = 0 Looked for “boxplot ggplot2 without outliers” in
Google. From the first hit:
ggplot(diamonds, aes(x = color, y = price, fill = color)) +

geom_boxplot(outlier.shape = NA)

Now that we are talking about boxplots, let us see something that might look a little bit complicated, but I
think is worth it. I want to represent cut against price on the diamonds dataset as boxplots, but I want to
have the undelying datapoints on the same plot. How can I do it?
ggplot(data = diamonds, aes(x=cut,y=price)) +

geom_boxplot(outlier.shape = NA) +
geom_point (aes(color=color), size=1,alpha=0.05,position = position_jitter(width = 0.065))

tidyverse hiccups (or not) and the way to circumvent them

dplyr does not like rows with names

df <- data.frame(height = c(165,173,184,166,193),
weight = c(60,74,82,65,97))

rownames(df) <- c("Marie","Julie","Jean","Carmen","Michael")
df
tbl_df(df)

But they realized that users might indeed like rownames!
rownames_to_column(df,var = "Name")
tbl_df(rownames_to_column(df,var = "Name"))

ggplot does not allow independent plots on the same page

Bear in mind that using facets does not produce independent plots from each other. I suggest you use the
gridExtra package in order to have independent plots. Let’s see a small example.
p1 <- ggplot(diamonds, aes(x = color, y = depth, color = color)) +

geom_boxplot()
p2 <- ggplot(diamonds, aes(x = carat, y = price, color = color)) +

geom_point()
p3 <- ggplot(diamonds, aes(x = cut, fill = cut)) +

geom_bar(stat = "count")

library(gridExtra)
grid.arrange(p1,p2,p3,ncol = 2, nrow = 2)

tidyverse does not accept column index

plots <- as.list (c(1:3))
names(plots) <- colnames(diamonds)[2:4]

cnames <- colnames(diamonds)
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for (i in 2:4){
colnames(diamonds)[i] <- "tmp"
plots[[i-1]] <- ggplot(diamonds, aes(x = tmp, y = price)) + geom_boxplot()
colnames(diamonds) <- cnames

}
grid.arrange(plots[[1]],plots[[2]],plots[[3]],ncol = 2, nrow = 2)
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